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America's Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper
"To deprive a man of his
opinion is to rob posterity
and the existing generation. If it be right, then
they are deprived of exchanging error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as
it collides with error."
-JUSTICE BRANDEIS
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There is a strong current of opinion among the faculties and students of the law schools
approved by the American Bar Association that the time is at hand when the LL.B. (Bachelor of Laws) should be replaced by the J.D. (Juris Doctor) as the first professional degree
in law.
Professor Robert McKay of New York University School of Law, who surveyed the
of member schools of
(minion
the Association of American Law mittee of the Association of Legal Education and Admissions
to the Bar of the American Bar
American Law Schools of which
Schools in 1964, writes that in
Association recommends for all
1966 there will "be nearly fifty Professor Robert McKay of New
schools which award the J.D. de- York University School of Law approved law schools favorable
consideration of the conferring
was chairman. A committee, of
gree to all or nearly all of tiseir
of the degree of Juris Doctor
which Professor George Neff
graduates,"
(J.D.) by such schools on those
Stevens of the University of
Recommendations of the law Washington served as chairman, students who successfully comchange
school faculties that th.
was constituted by the Council plete the program leading to the
be made are presently being
in August, 1963, to study the first professional degree in law.
pi-ocessed through the academic matter and make recommendaPersuasive action had been
structure at Ohio State Univertions to the Council. The com- taken by the Committee on Gradsity, Oklahoma City University,
mittee report and recommenda- uate Study of the Association of
William Mitchell College of Law, tion were unanimously approved
American Law Schools. The
and the University of Tennessee.
by the members of the Council. language, however, was less posiTwenty-seven schools have re- The recommendation was sub- tive. Its 1963 report recommendmitted by the Council to the Sec- ed the J.D. degree to those
cently made the change. These
tion and was approved by the Sec- schools which were considering
as e:
a change: The report said:
tion at its meeting in New York
Emory University
"The adoption of the J.D. deCity on August 11, 1964. It reads
University of Oklahoma
and its use on the basis
gree
follows:
as
of
Tulsa
University
of
above (to be awarded to
Section
stated
The
that:
Resolved
University of Missouri
all graduates of approved schools
University of Missouri at
having previously attained a B.A.
Kansas City
or equivalent degree) is recomWashbur-n University of Topeka
mended to all schools which are
University
St. Louis
now awarding the J.D. degree, or
Creighton University
which are for any reason making
Washington University
a revision of their degree or de(St. Louis)
gree requirements."
University of Akron
The language of the CommitDiBaltimore,
Edward
of
Cincinanti
Mr.
University
strengthened later. The
tee
Cleveland-Marshall Law School
rector of the San Francisco 1964was
report of the Committee
of Baldwin-Wallace College
on
appeared
Project,
0. R.
said:
University of Kansas
the Hastings Campus this
"The use of the degree of J.D.
University of Toledo
month to explain the local (Juris Doctor) as a first degree
Franklin University
bail project. The program was in law under appropriate condiChase College
sponsored by Law Forum and the tions has distinct advantages
Western Reserve University
Hastings Democratic Club.
which merit its favorable conOhio Northern University
Mr. Baltimore traced the de- sideration by member schools."
South Texas College of Law
velopment of releasing indigent
California-Western University
Recommendations Made
defendants on their "Own ReUniversity of San Diego
pioneer
the
r
o
m
f
After Careful Study
cognizance"
Willamette University
Manhattan Project initiated in
It should be noted that the
American University
New York City. He commented
recommendations of the Section
University of South Dakota
on the purpose, objectives and and Committee were not made
St. Mary's University
obstacles of the program, and of- lightly. They were made only
State University of New York
fered an insight into the initial after careful study. They were
at Buff alo
results from the San Francisco
Drake University
adopted only after due deliberof fice.
ation. In truth, the Committee
The reader may ask: "What is
The Director compared the San
the J.D. degree? Wherein does it Franscisco Project w i t h those report of 1964 was predicated
the
difter- from the LL.B.?" The J.D. found in other cities across the upon an extensive survey inof the
practices and opinions
is the professional doctorate in
nation. He noted that, although
law. It is to the law school grad- it is yet early to draw valid con- member schools of the Association of American Law Schools,
uate what the M.D. is to the clusions, the local project seems
which had been made by Profesor
the
graduate
medical school
than
favoirable
more
much
be
to
sor
Robert McKay of New York
D.D.S. is to the dental school
results of the Los Angeles coun- University who chairmaned the
graduate. The J.D.. M.D. and
terpart.
Committee.
D.D.S. degrees are professional
The S a n Francisco office is
The uninformed reader may
doctorates. Among the informed,

Director Here

responsible for the change? Why
the shift in so many schools?"
In large measure the credit goes
to the Council of the Section and
to the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
of the American Bar Association,
and to the Graduate Study Coin-

the program.
For those students that are not

already a part of the San Francisco 0. H. Project, and who wish
more information, contact:
Mr. Ed. Baltimore, Director
San Francisco Bail Project

850 Bryant St., San Francisco

Like many Hasting's students, Tom Gillis of ten teeters
on the brink of insolvency.
To avoid this unhappy situation last spring, the Santa
Clara resident took two Walther automatic pistols to pawnshops in San Francisco and San Jose.
Gillis was told by shop proprietors that he would have to pay
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GRADUATION IN
PLA-NNING
The graduation committee
for the class of 1966 has recently announced the naming
of Dean William L. Prosser
to two honorary offices: that
of Honorary Chairman, Graduation Committee, and Sponsor of
the Class of 1966. Dean Prosser
has worked with t he student
members of the committee in the
selection of possible commencement speakers and other arrangements. The Dean was named to
the honorary posts by a unanimous vote of the graduation committee as an expression of gratitude from the whole class of
1966.
The new San Francisco, Hilton
Motel has been selected as the
site for the 1966 Hastings commencement exercises to be held
on the night of Friday, June 10.
The selection was made by the
third year class at large, choosing
from a list set forth by the committee. T h e committees' work
will now entail making the final
selection of a guest speaker and
other arrangements incidental to
t h e Commencement exercises.
Speakers be-Ing presently considered include the Lord Chief
Justice of England; Ambassador
to the United Nations, Arthur

connotes a first degree from an

Institution of higher learning. It

means that the holder has successfully pursued an undergraduate collegiate program of study
and achieved his goal. The general public so views -it-"bache-Continued on Page 3

Wahl, Ill-A; J e r o m e Sapiro,
IIl-A; Guy Kornbumn, Ill-A; Jeffrey Lugash, Ill-A; and -David
J. Pantoja, III-A.

on thes ,e loans.

Checking California's Financial
Code, Gillis discovered this was
illegral as well as expensive. He
went to the San Francisco district attorney's office where, he
reports,' he was refused action
against the pawnbrokers.
D u r ingo a coffee -break at
school, Gillis told his story to
Isidoor Bornstein, president of
the Hastings Young Democrats.
Bornstein suggested direct action.
Wearing two-day beards and
their shabbiest clothes, and carrying an assortment of g u n s,
cameras a n d recording equipment, Bornstein and Club members Michael Grodsky and James
Ahern visited seven San Francisco pawnshops.
10 PERCENTERS
At each, they were told about
the 10 percent interest rate, but
the article receipt they received
contained no interest schedule.
A Chronicle reporter - previously tipped to the story possibil.ity by Hastings Democrats-then
visited each pawnshop. The operator in each instance explained
that an unfortunate "mistake"
had been made.
The Chronicle ran no story.
The matter was then turned
over to Grodsky, legislative action chairman of the political
club.
G r o d s k y visited Supervisor
Terry Francois and Assemblyman Willie L. Brown Jr. (both
Hastings alumni), who agreed to
investigate.
Francois first phoned District
Attorney John J. Ferdon, who
ordered an immediate investigation. Shortly thereafter, pawnshop loan rates in San Francisco
dropped to t he legal interest
rate, and receipts contained a
statement of interest charged.
Grodsky then drafted a proposed city ordinance to cover the.
problem which, after redrafting
by the city attorney's office, was
introduced by Supervisor Francois. Hearings are scheduled at

Hastings Collecce of the Law
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First home of Hastings College of the Law.

Ha8tings College of the Law
exercises of the university
held at Berkeley on June 5,
1878, formal announcement
was made of the affiliation
of the college and the university. On that occasion,
Judge Hastings delivered an
address in which he s a i d,
speaking of himself, "The desire of the founder is to diffuse a knowledge of the great
principles of jurisprudence,
not only among those who
propose to devote themselves
to the noble profession of the
law, but also am o ng all
classes of society; to elevate
the general standing of the
bar, and to maintain and perpetuate the purity and dignity of the bench." This interesting address will be
found reported in Vol. I of
The Pacific Coast Law Journal at page 342.
Hastings and Pomeroy
J u d g e Hastings was appointed dean of the new college, and John Norton Pomeroy was called from Rochester, New York, to accept the
professorship of municipal
law. The first class of students assembled, and intruction was commenced, early
in August, 1878. The college
encountered a number of difficulties. The trustees of the
San Francisco Law Library
at first declined to permit the
use of the library to students, as required by the act
of the Legislature, but the
privilege was finally granted.
Two women made application
for admission as students',
but were rejected by the directors on the sole ground
of their sex. One of them,
Mrs. Clara Shortridge Foltz,
carried the matter to the Supreme Court of the State by
means of an application for
a writ of mandate. She ar-
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Faculty
Richard Wicks, Maxwell Greenberg, James Brown..
John Bauman, Leonard Ratner, Richard Schauer, Jerald Schutzbanl,
James Sumner, William Warren, Kenrveth York.
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$175.00 (includes Lease of Outlines) plus $15.00

Dusiton Outlines.

CLASSES AT: CALIFORNIA HALL
625 Polk Street
EN4ROLL BY MAIL:
Calif. Bar Review Course
4211 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles 19, Calif.
Now Accepting EnrollmentsOutlines Issued Upon Receipt
of Tuition and Deposit,

By CHIEF JUSTICE WILLIAM H. WASTE, '94
(an excerpt from Hastings College of the Law Golden
Jubilee, 1928) edited by Chris Schaefer

Hastings college of the Law, the first school of its kind
in the West, was founded by Judge S. Clinton Hastings, the
first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of California, under
authority of an Act of the Legislature. Judge Hastings, who
had been Chief Jusice of the Supreme Court of Iowa, came
to California during the year
1849. Upon the organization the Law'," was passed upon
of the State government. fol- the condition that J u d g e
lowing the adoption of the Hastings should pay into the
Constitution, he w a s ap- State treasury the sum of one
pointed to the position of hundred thousand doll a rs,
Chief Justice and served out which was never to be rea term of two years. He re- funded except as in the act
tired to become Attorney- prescribed. The State agreed
General of the State, and sub- to appropriate the sum of
sequently engaged in private seven per cent per annum
practice, from which he ac- upon one hundred thousand
d ol11a rs, and to pay that
cumulated a large fortune.
amount in semi-annual payBeginning
The
to the directors of the
ments
of
part
latter
the
During
the year 1877, after consult- college.
The act provided that the
ing with a number of friends,
among them Chief Justice Chief Justice of the Supreme
William T. Wallace, he made Court of the State should be
a proposition to the Board of the president of the board of
Regents of the University of directors, and e i g h t other
California looking to the es- members "of the Bar Assotablishment of a law college ciation of the City of San
to be affiliated with that in- Francisco." The d ire ct or s
stitution. The plan was fa- were authorized to fill vacanvorably received, and a bill, cies on the board from mementitled "An Act to Create bers of said association or
Hastings' College of the Law, otherwise with the proviso
in the University of the State that there should always be
of California" was introduced an "heir or some representain the Legislature at the suc- tive of the said S. C. Hastceeding session. It was ings" on the board.
By the terms of the act the
passed, and was signed by
Governor William Irwin on college was permitted to afMarch 26, 1878. (Stats. 1877- filiate with the University of
8, p. 533.) The act, which the State upon such terms as
estblih0aLawColegeto e

te llege to "behet-

California

ture passed a statute transferring complete control of
the College to the Regents
of the University. (Stats.
1883, p. 26.) The Supreme
Court declared the act unconstitutional in a proceeding
brought by Judge Hastings.
The court held that the law
college, having affiliated with
the university, and having become an integral part thereof , subject to the same general provision of the law as
were applicable to the university, it was not competent
for the Legislature to change
the form of the government
of the university, or of an
college thereof then existing,
for the reason that the Constitution of 1879 (article IX,
section 9) declared that the
university should be continued in the form and character prescribed in the acts
then in force, subject only to
legislative control for certain
specified purposes. (People
ex rel. S. C. Hastings v.
Kewen, 60 Cal. 215.)

Case System

When the college was first
instituted, Professor Pomeroy carried practically the
entire burden of instructing
L1f-awn the three c 1 a s s e s. At that
time, even in the Eastern
States, a three-year law col-Continued on Page 3

Handbook
by
MATTHEW E. MARSH
of the California bar

A practical, how-to-do-it, up-to-the-minute, local hand-.
book covering every phase of Mechanics' Lient, Stop
Notices and Payment Bonds
The TEXT...0
A straightforward statement of current law, step-by-srep procedure
and authcnticated forms. Tells you how to represent your clien(
effectively, whether he ba the owner, contractor, subcontractor, material supplier, laborer or lender.

The FORMS.
Basic procedural forms are integrated with text, in the manner of the
Continuing Education of the Bar Handbooks, with optional anl alternative classes, comments and caveats .The collection of related forms
in the Appendix is the most comprehensive yet presented in this fivld
of law.

The STATUTES..
This compilation pulls together them mass of scattered laws from the
various California Codes, with all amendments in proper place. The
Miller Act and the Capehart Act, governing federal public works, are
also included in full.

Published by CALIFORNIA LAW BOOK CO:
-

-

-

-

Order form

-

-

LAWYERS BOOK EXCHANGE, INC.

-

-

-

-

Date.

220 McAllister St.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
Please send one copy of Marsh Mechanics' Liens on 10-day, approval
to:
NAME
ADDRESS-__

__

CITY___
F Bill at $20
us tax.

LPayment enclosed covering special "cash-

with-order" price of $18 plus tax ($18.72)
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loi's is a bachelor's is a bacheois"as a rose is a rose is a rose"
runs the cadence of the man on
the street.. Thus, the bachelor of
laws degree was appropriate in
1900 when no college work was
required for admission to law
'-chool--high school graduation
suf ficed.
In commenting upon the LL.B.
as "another bachelor's degree,"
Professor John H. Crabb of the
University of North Dakota, in
an article on "Integrating Law
with the Academic World," says
that "this (LL.B.) is presumably
a lower designation than even
"Master," despite the fact that
the law students time and effort
at univeirsity studies will have
been a year or two more than for
the usual M.A. degree, and will
more nearly have approximated
that of the Ph.D. . .. The attempt
to eliminate or sidestep this eniire problem of classifying an
LL.B. as a 'professional" degree
is euphemistic and scarcely satisfying."
Unfortunately for law school
giaduates the pr'oof is conclusive
that the LL.B. is viewed as just
another bachelor's degree even
in high quarters by informed
people. Resear'ch Report 191R 12, conducted by "the Research Division of the National
Education Association with financial assistance from the Ford
Foundation," and styled "Teacher Supply and Demand in Universities, Colleges, and Junior
Colleges, 1959-1960 and 1960-61,"
gives percentagewise the number
of "new full-time teachers at
high

and

low

levels

of

Page'i 3

Hastings College of the Law
low
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prepara-

tion, by field." "High level" designated those having doctors' degr'ees and the "low level" those
having "less than a master's degr'ee." The report shows that in
1960-61,) the percentage of those
have a "low level of preparation"
in law was 10.5 per cent - the
highest peircent for any group,
followed by physical education
with 36.8 per cent and by engineering with 33.5 per cent. The
1964 report of the Graduate
StdyCom4te.o. teAssca

of pr'esent day legal education.
The conf erral of the J.D. as
the first professional degree in
law would eliminate the confusion among the schools which
presently obtains. There is no
law
uniformity
among
the
schools as to the name of the
first professional degree in lawB.C.L., LL.B., and J.D. are used.
'There is also great lack of uniformity in the requirements
which must be met among the institutions which confer the J.D.
During the academic year 196364, the J.D. degree was conferred
by 27 schools. It was the only
first professional degree conferred by many schools but in other
schools it was conferred upon
those who had attained a specified grade average or who had
successfully completed a research project. In still others it
was the appropriate degree conferred upon the holders of prior
bachelor's degrees. It would
seem that the time is at hand to
bring order out of academic
chaos on the point.

Degree important In
Government Service
The J.D. is the necessary degree to equate lawyers who enter government service in many
areas. Confusion as to the meaning of degree designation in law
has led to discrimination against
holders of the LL.B. degree in
comparison to holders of the
J.D. degree. The fact is that some
both
governmental
agencies,
state and federal, allocate a
larger number of points for purposes of promotion or salary increases, to holders of the J.D.
than to the holders of the LL.B.
even though the holders of the
respective degrees have had substantially the same training in
institutions of equal excellence.
The holder of the J.D. degree
"gets their firstest with the mostest," both in salary and rank,
because
uninformed
governmental agencies, perhaps unwittingly, discriminate against holdei-s of the LL.B.
Proof of the discrimination in

IEVVE@00
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we promote him in the future.
Salary also would be controlled
by the regulation and therefore
we could not pay him moi-e than
$8,500. However, if a person has
an LL.B. plus a master's it would
be possible to bring him in as an
assistant professor with top pay
of $9,500. The College looks upon
the J.D. as being equivalent to a
Ph.D., D.B.A., or Ed.D. . . . I
realize that this is unjust but
there is not a great deal we can
do about it at the present time."
As further proof of the discrimination against holders of
the LL.B., attention is invited to
AFM 36-4 of the Department of
the Air Force, styled "Air Force
Manual, Officer Personnel, Personnel Educational Terms, Definitions and Coding Procedures."
That portion of the Manual
which sets out the Coding of
Academic Levels classifies the
educational levels as "from less
than high school graduates" to
"doctor's degree." The tabulation
shows the following:

"Code
Level
"H
Master's Degree

"J

Master's Degree
plus 30 semester
hours

"K

Doctors Degree

salary of $8,500.00 per year. The
applicant, the holder of the
LL.B. degree, knew that if he
could receive an appointment as
"'assistant" professor it would
ccai'ry a higher salary.
Quite naturally the applicant
enlisted the aid of the dean of
the law school from which he
had graduated and who had
taught him. The dean of the law
school wi'ote to the dean of the
school in which his graduate was
interested and labored the point
that the LL.B. is a "~Professional
degree" and that it entails longer study and greater effort than
is required for the M.A. degreethat although the young applicant held the LL.B. degree, he
had pursued a law program
equal in severity and excellence
to that exacted by schools which
confer the J.D. degree.
The dean of the school of business and industry replied to the
dean of the law school in part as
follows:
"Minnesota College Board regulations treat an LL.B. degree
as the equivalent of a master's in
regards to rank and salary.
Therefore, if we hire a young
man with an LL.B. we could not
bring him in at a rank higher
than that of instructor nor could

who allocate the funds among
the several divisions of parent
institution think of the law
school simply as "another undergraduate division." In truth, the
president of one institution at
which the writer served as dean
for four years, said quite frankly: "A professor in this institution is a prof essor and I don't
care whether he is teaching English, mathematics or law. All will
be treated alikel. No prefeirence
will be given to those who teach
in the law school." This notwithstanding the fact that his predecessor, by whom the writer had
been hired, had promised that
the law school salaries could be
geared to those of the medical
school of the institution.
The basic problem of the law
schools at the moment, other
than motivation of faculty and
students, is the lack of adequate
funds. The law schools need
more money. Many law school
administrators have labored hard
to secure additional funds only

Credentials
Official transcript showing award of
master's degree; to include LL.B.
Same as for Master's degree, plus official transcript showing 30 semester
hours course work completed beyond
the master's degree or showing candidacy for doctorate degree and one (1)
academic year of residence beyond the
master's degree; individuals who have
earned the LL.M.
Official transcript showing award of
doctor's degree. This includes doctor of
medicine and doctor of dentistry degree
as well as other earned doctor's degrees."

The statement of the Graduate

Study Committee of the Association of American Law Schools
that "uniformity in the meanings
of degrees, so far as these can
be stated in objective terms, is
obviously advantageous"
was
well founded. And, the Committee might well have added "uniformity in degrees would enhance the stature of law school
graduates and tend to remove
the discriminations which now
prevail in governmental service
against holders of the LL.B. degree."
The award of the J.D. in lieu

of the LL.B. would have a salu-

N.E.A. Research Director by a
member of the Association of
American 'Law School's Committee on Graduate Study, but
nevertheless the N.E.A. report of
May, 1963, carried forward the
confusion and reported the number of law teachers with "less
than a masters degree" to be 36
per' cent.
The r'ec'eipt of a second bachelir's degree by law school gr'aduates tends to impair the image of
the legal profession. It also lessens the image of the law school
in the minds of those who instruct in the other divisions of
the pai'ent institution. They look
upon legral. education as baccalaureate education. Far from it.
Measuired in tei'ms of the qualifications of students who enter
the law schools, the level of intellectual activity, and the scholastic standai'ds exacted for sur'vival and. graduation, legal education is comparable to programs
which lead to research doctorates in other fields. A change of
the education symbol to J.D. is
thus required to insure fairness
to ',w school graduates who pursue three or more years of postbachelor study, and to prevent
misunderstanding by those who
are not familiar with the status

Page 3

tary psychological effect as respects lawyers in the Armed
stationed
are
Services who
abroad. There are many law
school graduates who are in the
service of our government in
Latin America and Europe. Indeed there are no less than 1,000
lawyers in the Army J.AG. and
many of these are stationed
abroad. It is embarrassing to
these lawyers to be addressed as
"Esquire" when their counterparts ai-e addressed as "Doctor."
In short, American lawyers in
governmental service in foreign
countries are down-graded in
esteem and respect when they
hold the LL.B. and their adversaries hold the doctorate.
The conferral of the J.D. in
lieu of the LL.B. would heighten
the image of the law school in
the minds of general university
administrators and boards of
control. The university-i-elated
law school must operate on funds
provided by the parent institution. In journeying about the
country and visiting more than
a hundred law schools, time and
time again, in institutions in
which medical schools get preferential treatment financially, centhe
tral administrators and
boards of control have said to
the writer: "Why should the law
school be preferred over undergraduate divisions of our institution? After all, the program of
study leads only to a bachelor's

degree." The fact is that those

to be told that "the squeaky
wheel gets the grease and your
law faculty is small and the
squeak is faint." The award of
the J.D. might, in the opinion of
the writer, induce university
presidents and boards of control
to think of their law schools as
graduate, professional divisions.
They might even equate the law
school with the medical school.
In short, it could help to overcome the common practice of regarding the law school as "just
another bachelor's division" of
the institution.

they are, tend to look for precedents-theay wait for others to
set a precedent or blaze a trail.
The great majority received the
LL.B. upon graduation from law
school. There has been much
"copycat" practice in the law
schools of America. Thus many
law faculties argue that their institutions should wait untl the
leading schools of the East, e.g.
New York University or lHarvard, make the chang-e. But leading Mid-Western schools, e.g.
Northwestern and Chicago, confer the J.D. Chicago has done so
for more than forty years. If the
J.D. is justifiable on grounds of
logic, analogy and psychology,
then the change should be made
regardless of action elsewhere.
predicated
upon the
Delay
thought that "our institution is
not of sufficient stature to make
the change" simply ignores the
facts of mid-twentieth century
legal education.
The Council of the Section of
Legal Education and Admissions
to the Bar of the American Bar
Association has unequivocally
endorsed awarding the J.D. degree to the graduates of approved schools. As early as 1906
the Committee on Legal Education of the American Bar Association recommended the adoption of a resolution favoring the
J.D. degree for those "who have
previously obtained a college degree." The Graduate Study Comnmittee of the Association of
American Law Schools has declared that the J.D. degree "merits favorable consideration by
member schools."~ Awardingr the
J.D. as the first professional degree in law will up-grade the
law schools in the eyes of the
public and in the consideration
given to law schools by boards
of control and university administrators. Moreover, it will. raise
the stature of law school graduates generally and enhance the
income of some. It is a matter
which merits the earnest consid-

Why Hasn't Change
Been Made?
The reader may well say: "The
arguments
sound
reasonable.
Why .has not the change been
made?" The reasons are various.
In the first place, law school
graduates have not been aware,
until they entered practice, and
it was too late to do anything
about it, that there is a difference in the significance of the
degrees. In many institutions
they were content to accept without question the degree awarded
by the institution attended. They
had no views or they did not
make known their views to the
law faculties and to university
administrators. More recently,
however, students have become
aware of the significance of the
J.D. and have made known their
views. For example, after the
J.D. had been adopted at Washburn University of Topeka, the
law students of the University of
Kansas circulated and adopted a
petition memorializing the faculty and administration of the institution to adopt the J.D. degree. Virtually every student in
the school signed the petition.
Shortly thereafter the change in
the degree was made at the University of Kansas. In other institutions, the students have taken it
for granted that the law faculties know best and will act without student prompting to advance the interests of their graduates and the profession.
Law teachers, like the lawyers

June, 1965, Copyright 0c,
1965 , American Law Student
Association.
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lege course was almost unknown. The first prospectus
issued by Professor Pomeroy,
in 1878, outlined the course
of instruction to be followed
as the "case system" which
is still utilized today.
The creation of Hastings
College of the Law was
brought about, and its endowment was provided by, a
pioneer who was a leader in
his profession. Its early
ideals emanated from pioneer minds, its traditions
were laid by pioneer leaders
in the ennobling practice of
the law. To the perpetuation
of these ideals, and to the
support of these traditions,
the College calls the student
body of the present generation.
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VIET PROTESTS
The past few months have seen much in the way of protests to the policy now being followed by the United States in
South Viet Nam. These protests have varied from well thought
out actions taken by responsible individuals to irresponsible
acts. and exhibitions by groups of rabble rousers. We at Hastings have been relatively sheltered from the brunt of campus
protests but this does not mean that we should not study them
long and closely.
Many have cried that these acts of protest constitute a
danget' to our country and our basic institutions. With this
foregoing proposition the Voir Dire must agree, but a danger
not in the conventional sense. The danger lies not in the protests themselves but in the reaction which may come from the
majority of the populace. A sample of this is the recent action
taken by the city of Oakland in -attempting to prohibit the
planned protest march. We sympathize with Oakland in their
disagreement with the ideals and purposes of many of the
demonstrators, but we cannot agree with their methods. All
of us, no matter what our persuasion, have the rights of freedom of speech and assembly guaranteed by our constitution
and by our courts. We may disagree with the ideals of many,
but so long as they act reasonably and within the law we must
not act out of fear by trying to prohibit them in the exercise
of their rights. We must not fear the demonstrations but attempt to understand them and in that way come to a better
understanding of our own position.
Fear breeds only more fear and ultimately confusion.
Those who under the guise of patriotism espouse the forceful
suppression of any peaceful march protesting government action are just as much a threat to our basic institutions as all
the forces of communism throughout the world. Recalling an
oft-quoted but appropriate expression; we may not agree with
them, but we will defend to the death their right to say it, in
this case to march for it.

L. L.13. or J.D.
The American Bar Association has graciously granted the
VOIR DIRE permission to republish Dr. John G. Hervey's
article on the Juris Doctor degree, which originally appeared
in the June, 1965, issue of the Student Lawyer Journal.. It
is not by chance that the Editor has chosen to offer this
article a cover position.
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As the "big push" for finals lies in the immediate future,
the age old cry for cumulative gradfing again falls upon the
ears of the defenders of the antiquated Hastings' grading
policy. The relevant worth of this antique is once more open
for inspection.
The merit of the present system is at once apparent to
those that have bothered to observe the Hastings student. He
sits, day in and day out, pouring over his case books, extracting the issues and rules, theories and fact patterns that comprise the basis cf his legal training. He discusses with others
the synthesis of his compilations. He consults an outline or a
study aid for what may very well be the antithesis. He digests,
and sweats and regurgitates and goes to Harrington's to forget. But, regardless of his success, never let it be said that he
has not worked. He has worke d-prob ably a bit harder than
his counterpart at Blott Law School, because he's never sure.
There is always that chance, always that uncertain possibility
that his performance may be once inadequate. And once is
more than sufficient.
The argument is advanced, over and over, that this is as it
should be. After all, the counterpart at Blott U. is probably
a great deal more capable. This superior individual deserves
a greater chance to have his ups and (infrequent), downs in. the
race for academic success, because he is part of an 'elite few,
that can excel, the good Lord. willing, wherever they go. The
Hastings student, on the other hand, may be a little inferior.
He must be forced by his environment to apply himself. As
his position on the Darwinian scale is a bit lower than his
brethren at Blott, his battle for survival naturally must be
more intense.
And there is the opinion, advanced by some,. that the practice of law. requires this conditioning. Obviously, one does not
win cases on a cumulative basis. Each new client demands
concerted effort. Every day presents a new challenge. There
is no provision in legal practice to slack off on one client's
case because of a B plus average on the others. So why should
the student be aUny different than the attorney he hopes someday to become?II
The reasons are simple, perhaps too much so. To begin
with the analogy between the student and the practicing attorney is not applicable. The entire theory behind a legal
education is based upon a comprehensive, cumulative if you
will, approach. Three years of building. Each step is as important as the kGst, and the next. From foundation to frame to
finishing -touches. And at each stage an indicator, in the form
of grades, is provided to measure the degree of progress. Just
as the process of learning is based upon this evolutional pattern, so should be the indicators.

FACULTY ADVISOR
Professor Ralph A. Newman
The Hastings Voir Dire is published six times the year
by the Asso ciated Students of Hastings College of the Law.
Permission is granted to reprint any article or column herein,
provided that credit is given both the author and the Voir
Dire. Editorial Offices :are at 198 McAllister Street, San
Francisco, California-.
The Voir Dire is printed by the Garrett Press.

year.
It is submitted that the natural practicalities of achieving
academic success can be substituted for the present "study or
else" attitude of the administration. Realities such as admission to the Bar, placement upon graduation, and success in
competitive practice demand an-academic application of t alent
as well as motivation.

Editor:
Speaking at the First Year
Orientation this year you got
off the best line of the day
when, after the Dean warned
the students that Hastings is
a rumor mill and that the
rumors shouldn't be believed, you stated that your
job was to print the rumors.
It was humorous at the time
but I'm wondering now if
there also wasn't a bit of
truth in the statement. 1 am
specifically referring to your
editorial in the last issue of
the Voir Dire entitled "Prune
That Birch Tree."
Even though you and I
are friends you did not take
the time to discuss the issue
with me and to get the actual
facts before you wrote the
editorial.
The Young Republicans
Club has always had an open
policy on its Bulletin Board.
This was instituted by past
chairman Bob Reynolds and
his executive board when the
Bulletin Board was put up
last spring. This, by the way,
is contra to the Democrats'
policy of only allowing with
"official club policy', to be
placed on the Democrats'
board. The Republican party
hCas always had members
with a wide range of views
and has been the party that
has stood for individual freedom of thought and expression. Both -last year's and this
ye's Y.R. eecutve-bard

either party.. These articles
were put up by. one man in
the Y. Rs. Their "messages"
do not represent the thinking. of either the executive
board or the membership of
the Hastings Y. Rs. as evidenced by votes on these and
similar issues. As a matter
of fact, they probably only
represent this particular person's views, but, he has a
right to express them!
This mass of material, however, did present two problems. First, it created a lack
of space for club notices and
information about. leading
Republicans; and s e c o n d,
many people were getting
the mistaken impres;sion that
the views expressed in the
a r t icIe s represented the
views of the Y. R. club.
The membership of the
club solved both problems at
once and yet still didn't
stifle free speech by passing
a resolution at its next meeting. It provided, iin effect,
that 4/5 of the boardj be used
exclusively for promoting the
legitimate business of the
club and for furthering such
activities as the posting of
-Contin~ued on Pag~e 5
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club meetings, speakers, resolutions and newspaper articles concerning the activities of the Republican party,
including news about campaigns, candidates, nominees,
and the opposition party. The
other 1/5 of the board to be
''reserved for the i,,ndividual
political opinions of Hastings
students, minority or otherwise, to allow for the free,
and untrammeled expression
of all opinion

. .

.

all such

expressions . .. limited to one
posting per person per week
"npd must be signed and
dated." In addition, the resolution provided that the
"open forum" part of the
board be headed by a disclaimer signed by myself. As
you can see, this poiicy has
been implemented.
We in the Hastings Young
Republicans welcome y o u,
since you disagree withsome
of the views previously expressed on the board to use
the open forum yourself.
Even editors are welcome!
Since newspaper editors
have always been among the
first to descry and denounce
censorship it greatly surp~rised and disappointed me
that you, t h e editor of
"Amierica's M o s t Comprehensive Law School Newspaper" would advocate it. In
conclusion I would suggest
that you reread the quotation
by Justice Brandeis on your
front page.
Very truly yours
Barry Gross, Chairman
Hlastings Young Republicans
Dear sir,
During a recent meeting,
with the usual accompaniinent of hoopla, publicity,

student body of this school
to believe anything they say,
I might suggest that they enforce their own policies upon
their own members.
Michael E. Gi-odsky
Dear Editor:
Confusion normally occurs
wxhen an organizational body
takes certain action resulting
from a reversal of policy.
Such a situation has arisen
regarding the Hastings
Young Republican bulletin
board, and perhaps 'some'
clarification is in order.
As evidenced by your article "Prune That Birch Tree"
in last month's Voir Dire, the
former open board policy
was at least subject to criticism. As you can see, from
HYR President Barry Gross's
re pl1y, this organization is
fully aware of the responsibility accompanying the operation of such a bulletin board
-your idea of a corresponding duty. As the reply indicates, the policy has been
modified. The majority of the
board is now reserved for
club business, with one-fifth
of the board remaining as an
open forum.
Now a complaint has been
raised that an individual article, posted in the open forum section, was removed by
an ot h er individual. The
HYR's are now requested to
"enforce" our policies. The
complaint apparently implies
that this individual's. act is
contrary to and inconsistent
with the idea of free expression and individual thought
with which the HYR's proudly identify.
We must remember that,.
in the absence of censorship
or other "enforcement" efforts, +knthHYR'sa-re nablen~

comes illuminated when it
collides with error) b e 1i e s
your editorial.
Is t h e impeachment of
Earl Warren beyond discussion when his court has instituted government by gavel,
based its opinions on sociology instead of law Brown v.
Bd. of Ed., dogmatism instead of common sense Engal
v. Vitale, invention. instead
of interpretation Reynolds v.
Sims, unitarianism instead of
federalism Mapp v. Ohio, and
eviscerated from the body of
the law its basic genetic
thread-the principle of staire
decis?
Your hypocrisy and prophylactic mentali ty w o uld
abolish the creative -friction
resulting from contact between conventional and radical ideas and thus destroy
the basis of free speech, i.e.,
the interchange of all
thoughts in the market place
from which fragments of
truth emerge to guide the
Not yours,
people.
Gary Randall
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and his personal duty to himself will dictate accordingly.
Hopefully, this indicates
our version of Responsible
Republicanism, or at least
sheds some light on our feelings on the bulletin board
question.
Sincerely,
Robert J. Radway
S. F. County
Y. R. Exec. Board

Sir:
Implicit in your intemperate emotionalism e n titl1e d
''Prune the Birch Tree"~ is a
static concept of truth, i.e.
that truth can be finalized or
crystallized.
Truth is like a stream that
flows constantly with time in
h ist o ry and no individual
mind is capable of containing its entirety. That is a
basic premise of the First
Amendment. Y o u r intolerence would "rob posterity"
by depriving a man of his
opinion. The very guideline.
of your paper (as stated by
Brandeis, that truth only be-

The first topics for discussion this month are the policy
on attendance and preparation for class, and the basis of
Hastings'- University of California affiliation.
When first approached on the question of class attendance, Dean Sammis commented that the students should
refer to the Announcement of Classes which states the general administration viewpoint. On page eleven therein, the
following is found.
"Work in the College cannot be satisfactorily carried on
by students who are irregular in their attendance. A student
is subject to dismissal whenever his attendance becomes so
irregular that the Faculty deems it unwise to permit him to
continue. Special conditions may be imposed in other cases
which the Faculty regards as serious."

The Dean then gave the following statement:

N

ested person, no matter how
unusual his particular politics. The membership of the
club voted resoundingly to
accord one-fifth of the board
space for a so-called Open,
Forum, dedicated to the use
of "any interested Hastings
One member in
student .
particular voted against the
proposal solely on the
grounds that more, not less,
of the board should be so
dedicated.
An interested student at
Hastings, MrS a m u eIB.
Ridge, put some material on
the Open Forum part of the
Young Republican board. It
was properly signed and
dated, and should have had
Srelatively long life-span.
Unfortunately the same club
member who opposed the
weakened "free board" motion on the grounds that it
was not free enough to suit
his tastes peremptorily tore
Mr. Ridge's papers, from the
board with some highly unprofessional oaths.- If. the
Young -Republicans want the

(Ed. Note-It has been brought to the attention of the
staff of the Voir Dire that rumors about adminstration
policy are prevalent among the student body and that this
has resulted in apprenhensive attitude toward the administration. It is possible that this unfortunate circumstance has
been caused by a vacuum in the area of administration-student communications. The purpose of this monthly column
is to try to alleviate the condition by attempting to objectively
present the administration'spolicy on such topics as grading,
class attendance, selection of professors, and other timely
subjects which are the' basis of conjecture among the students. In the case of controversial subjects, space will be
devoted to presenting both the pro's and con's of that policy,
reserving the right of editorial comment. Any suggestions
for topics for presentment to the administration and discussion herein will be welcomed and should be left in the Voir
Dire office, addressed to this column.)

a recommended one, but when
the board went down it appeared
as if the partnership had reached
an excellent game contract.
Declarer took the opening club
lead with the ace and led back a
club planning on setting up the
club suit so that he could pitch
at least two losers. West overruffed and led a small spade. The
king and jack were cashed by
east and a small club returned
through south. Odds on south
making his game had dropped
rapidly, but he wasn't finished.
Cover the east-west hands and
decide how you would play from
this point.
South ruffed with the king and
crossed to the board pulling one
round of trump. South realized
the hand could not be made if
west had more than two trump.
South ruffed a club and, crossed
to the board with the ace of diamonds w h e n west sluffed. A
third club was ruffed in the closed
hand and a diamond ruffed on
the board. South ruffed still another club with his last heart and
once more crossed to the board by
ruffing diamonds. T h e ace of
hearts pulled t h e outstanding
trump and the thirteenth club
took the last trick while south
sluffed a losing diamond an d
spade. Notice that south cannot
mnake the hand if two rounds of
trump a re pulled before four
clubs have been ruffed.
Bill Taggart

This school is not La Salle University. This is,
not a correspondence school. There is more to acquiring a legal education than just passing exams.
The administration requires that students will attend classes regularly and be prepared for the
classes. However, the running of each individual
class is each professor'.s prerogative. It is for, each
professor to decide how many classes he will allow
students to miss or be unprepared for without penalty."
In reponhse to questioning "on his own policy for his own
classes, he stated,
"There is no hard and fast rule as to attendance,
although absence without reason for four or five
lectures would be grounds for exclusion. As for being prepared, preparedness is a hard and -fast rule
in my course-three strikes'and you are out. I will
not have a student in my class who is not prepared
to pull his weight in classroom discussion and who
expects to pick the brains of the other students without contributing himself."
A professor, if he so desires, may lower a student's grade
by up to three percent for poor attendance or unpreparedness. This is done anonymously by the professor turning the
name of the student and the penalty assessed into the office,
with instructions to deduct the penalty from whatever grade
has been turned in for this individual under the examination number assigned to him. He has the alternative of
denying permission to take the final exam and may exclude
the student from his course.
Mr. Powell, a professor notorious for his insistence on
attending class and for being prepared, theorized that un-

Affiliation
Many students have expressed their opinion of what role
Hastings plays in the University of California. One 'author,
Ferrier, who wrote the History of the University of California, called Hastings' position anomalous.
Today, the Board of Directors are the immediate policy
making and control body for the' college. Even though their
policies are independent of the University, the Directors'
powers are not absolute. They are subject to ultimate control by the state. As an example, take the case of a woman
applicant denied admission' on grounds of her being a female.
The Supreme Court of California decreed, that Hastings was
-Continued on Page 8
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If a man pointed a gun at year head and said, "I'm going to kill you, your f amily, your
traditions, you r culture, and your civilization," all but the most liberal among us would
f eel a threat. The more liberal would rationalize away the belligerence as some f orm of
illness or discount it as mere braggadocio or idle threat. Those, more conservative by nature. who wished to take no chances. would kill the man. In either case, more or less, both
the conservative and the liberal would comprehend the rounded and slowly envel- responsible for the massacre
oped by the Communist-led of defenseless whaites in Standanger of the threat.
Less than two months ago populous masses of the rest- leyville including the Amerisuch a threat was made to less continents of Asia, Af-L can missionary, Dr. Carlson,
America by Marshall Lin rica, and South America, the were trained and equipped in
Piao, defense minister of Red "ccountryside." In this speech Red China. Also, in the towChina, in a speech in Pei- Piao predicted and urged the ering Himalayas Red China
ping. Yet none of those vital- destruction of Western man has consummated the rape of
ly connected with the formu- and Western civilization, Pi- Tibet. Red China, wanting
lation of our foreign policy, ao said that these revolution- Tibet as a base to outflank
the most conscientious of our ary wars "temper the people India has "liberated" a peocitizens and perhaps the most and push history forward." ple who didn't want to be libpugnacious among us feel the "In this sense," Piao said, erated. The International
reality of this Chinese procla- "4war is a great school." Chou Commission of Jurists is on
mnation of death. The mass En Lai, Chinese Communist record that the Chinese are
majority of us, insulated by number two son, recently guilty of genocide in Tibet,
our comfort culture, glance urged that the colored na- the monstrous crime Hitler
at the report of the speech tions of the world unite in a initiated at Auschwitz and
and say tch tch and return pact of hate and work to de- the Russians imitated in the
like good pygmies to our lit- stroy the white man anid his Ukraine. The Chinese have
tle boxes of whisky, women, culture. Mao Tse-Tung con- conducted a systematic deticky-tacky f amilies, rote- stantly boasts that the U.S. struction of the Tibetian race
memory studies, work, play is a "paper tiger" and in his and its culture. Where was
and to our affluent society speech of a thousand flowers the indignant world press
of suburbia. But the Disney- he said that China would that has lashed out at Rholand of distraction that com- benefit from a world nuclear desia when Tibet when was
prises American life is no ex- conflict for its population being raped? According to
cuse for our apathy, small- would emerge as the most Thubten Tharpa Liushar, a
mindedness, and insouciance. populous race on earth and Tibetian lay monk who esWe need to be constantly re- world revolution would then caped with the Dalai Lama to
minded of some basic twen- triumph. Are these just idle India in 1959, the Chinese
tieth century maxims of time threats or empty insane ti- force Tibetian women to marry Chinese soliders and deand geography. We must rades?
No. They are not madmen port all Tibetian children to
niever. forget that the distance between Peiping and ranting lunacies but are cold China for indoctrination inl
calculating murderers, plot- Communist dogma. The Chibetween
Francisco,
S a n
words of threat and deeds of ting the death of Western nese have destroyed monasdestruction, between t h e civilization. Since the Com- teries and priceless sacred
flood-filled rice paddies of munists took power in China books, murdered hundreds of
the Mekong Delta and the their acts have been con- Buddhist priests, and have
scotch-filled. rooms of our sistentent to their stated pur- forbidden any form of worparties, is thirty minutes via poses and designs. Red China ship. All property in Tibet
ICBM. Granted Red China sent 500,000 "4volunteers" in- has been confiscated, all
has not yet such nuclear de- to the Korean conflict and ac- traveling restricted, all freelivery system but the Chinese cording to President Eisen- dom of speech denied; and
people are industrious and hower the Chinese leaders there is imprisionment or
intelligent and that reality agreed to truce negotiations public torture inflicted withwill descend upon us soon only when threatened with out cause or warning or due
enough. According to the nuclear retaliation from the process of law. After evaluat"National Guardsman," Nov. Strategic Air Command. Red ing the words and deeds of
1965, the second Chinese China invaded India for ter- the Red Chinese it becomes
atomic explosion was dropped ritorial gain moving steadily patently obvious to all but
firom inland until massive Ameri- the most undiscerning that
1a X~an
we
iT 1nefofl
what111they~
thesemnman
Onavy

west China.

Oriental 'ein

Kampf'

Marshall Piao's statement,
aptly termed by Secretary
Rusk as an oriental Mein
Kamph, is the blueprint for
the Chinese strategy for the
conquest of the world in the
next century. The strategy
is to apply the tactics that
Mao used to take power in
China, the methods being
used today in Viet Nam. The
enemy-held cities are eventually strangled by the Communist-held countryside, by
millions of armed, inspired
and Communist-led peasants.
This theorem, extrapolated to
the world at large, means
that the great industrial nations, the "cities" such as the
U.S. and Europe, will be sur-
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sence of Maoism-"political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun" - that is being employed in southeast
Asia. The tactic of terrorism
-ambush, civilian assassination, restaurant bombing, beh e a d i n g, disembowelment
and impalement - is t h e
simple Communist formula
for the engineering of consent in South Viet Nam. It is
what the Chinese call a "People's war." A people's war is
based on the theory that government rests upon the coercion of the governed, not the
consent. Also, the recent
abortive coup in Indonesia
was blamed by Indonesian
leaders on a Chinese Communist plot. Also, the rebel leaders in the Congo, who were

A healthy viscereal respons-e to Red China would
be to unleash a total atomic
attack and liquefy the Chinese people into a sea of butter. But decisions which affect hundreds of millions of
lives and history itself cannot be based on animal reflex. Although the idea of
such an attack satisfies the
emotional impulse for the
ultimate, reason and the heritage and traditions of the
United states preclude such
a preventive war. There is
great truth in the old French
proverb, "but for the gift of
grace, we tend to become the
evil we oppose." The U.S.
must retain that grace of restrait, fairness, and respect
for human life which charac-.

terize the finest elements of
Anglo-Saxon diplomacy and
Western civilization.
The present policy of the
U.S. toward Red China is
basically a waiting game,
based on the mellowing process theory. We seek to contain the Chinese until a new
leadership emerges which
will come to reason with us.
A premise of this theory is
that people will not be so
lean and mean once their
stadard of living rises and
softens them. This, plus the
reason that people will be
more cautious when they
have more to lose, i.e. large
industrial base, are the reasons why the U.S.S.R. has allegedly grown to expound the
peaceful coexistence brand
of Communism.
This policy towards China,
based on reasoning by analogy, i.e. that the same processeS which changed the
USSR will mellow China, is
inapposite to the Chinese
case for the important factors in the equation are diff erent in China in than in
Russia. First, the mellowing
process theory itself is based
on half-hollow reason. Although the USSR has sof tened somewhat their posture
in foreign affairs the reason
was not so much that they
had more bread on their
table as it was that they f inally realized the prohibitive
cost of a nuclear war with
the U.S. In the Chinese case,
as Mao understands, the
demographic balance sheet
taken after a W.W. III would
certainly favor the nation of
Red China. The great urban
industrial centers of Europe,
Russia, and the U.S. would
be pulverized with the majority off their ppuat1nins

sia is Caucasian and her cul-

tural ethos, since the reign of'
Peter the Great (1682-1720"),
is derived predominantly
from Europe, giving the
USSR a more natural affinity
to the West than the East.
On the other hand, China is
oriental and her leaders have
emphasized the color difference in their propaganda and
policy in. Africa, South Amer-,
ica, and Asia. Third, the mellowing process theory is
based on an oversimplified
psychological premise that
materialism alone forms and.
molds the desires, ideas and
will of men. That is the
Marxian myth. Mein are influenced by environment, not
determined by it. Herein, in
the ideas, ambition, and will
of the Mao-leadership is the
crucial danger of the world.
Their ideological messianism.
to communize the world in
revolutionary blood is a fixed
obsession in their Weltanschauung. As a recent author
has pointed out, the Chinese
Communists have assumed
the Faustian ambition to
transform the world and the
qualities in it to their ideal
design of the world. Instead
of a third Reich of a thousand years it is a people's
world the Chinese seem to
impose on the earth. The
present - Chinese leadership
are of the view that it is their
inevitable destiny in history
to liberate the peoples of the
world. Such an intense ob-,
session to perform a duty in
history is not easily eroded
by material progress, reason',
or time.

Await in Readiness
So, because we are the
United States of America and
believe in the rule of law
among nations, we70m11 ustwit
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Miss Beverly Rubens Gordon (above) has been a member
of the California bar since January, 1955 and is currently Dean
of Orange Universty School of Law in Santa An~a, Calif. Mrs.
Rabens is also the author of the Rubens outliner series and conducts the Beverly G. Rubens Writing Method Class to prepare
students for the California Bar Examination.

Berl.F'y

Rubens Uiscusses

Now that the new semester
is under way, the eternal controversy rages once again.
The student - particularly
the first year student - is
beset by a conflict of authority on a m a j o r issue.
Should he b u y outlines to
help him with his courses or
shouldn't he?
On one side of the argument solidly stands the second or- third year student. His
advice, more often than not,
is to get such-and-such an
outline or "you won't know
whats going on." Interestingly enough, t h i s advice
tends to carry quite a bit of
weight with t h e beginning
student. From the beginner's
point of view, the advanced
student is entitled to considerable respect as one who has
seemingly mastered the secrets of survival in a threatening and uncertain world.
The position of the law professor, on the other hand, is
so remote from the student's
own that his mere experienced advice is frequently
discounted as failing to grasp
the realities of the first year
student's problem. In a n y
event, the position of the law
professor with regard to commercial outlines is generally
quite clear. The outlines are
useless at their best, harmful
at their worst, and frequently
prohibited in their entirety.
Since the controversy is an
old one, it would seem reasonable to assume that there
must be some merit on both
sides. What are some of the
pros and cons?
A frequest criticism leveled
at commercial outlines is that
they dr-astically oversimplify

complex areas of law an d
thereby distort or obscure
the true basis of the legal

ture of oversimplification is
the VERY FACTOR that creates the popularity of these
outlines and causes them to
be recommended by other
law students. Most law students feel, rightly or wrongly, that they must START
their learning process with a
basic simple premise which,
o n ce understood, can be
made t h e foundation of a
more complex inquiry. The
difficulty is that in the classroom this basic simple premise is not always recognized
or grasped by t he student
and he is left floundering in
the higher reaches of "policy,
convenience, and a rough
sense of justice."
The problem inherent in
the use of commercial out-

lines is that too many students, h a v ing once discovered the simple premise,
will use it as a STOPPING
POINT instead of a starting
point. The rules are memorized word for word so that
they can be glibly recited as
a conditioned reaction, and

the student will then rest on
his laurels confident that he
"knows" the law.
. This misconception on the
part of the law student that
he "knows" the law merely
because he has memorized
some rudimentary material
is probably responsible for
the major portion of the failures and poor grades. The le-

gal scholar w h o has dedicated his life to research and
study would in all probability

hesitate to claim t h a t he
"knew" the law. The best the
law student can hope for is
to gain some understanding
of legal problems a nd the
principles and theories which
suggest the possible solutions.
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It requires the kind of study
which the professors recommend - briefing of cases, attentive classroom participation, collateral reading of
established texts and current
articles, and preparation by
the student of his own summary of the material covered.
So, conceding that the commercial outlines cannot be
used as a sole source of the
law, what function do they
serve, if any?
(1) They help to CLARIFY the law by setting out the
fundamentals of a course in
brief simple terms. This can
aid the student in gaining a
better understanding of the
more complex material contained in the case-books and
texts.
(2) They help to ORIENT
the student by emphasizing
the organization of a course
and the relationship of one
section to another. A student
who has been introduced to
t h e concept of promissory
estoppel, for example, can effectively utilize an outline to
determine how this doctrine
fits into the entire scheme of
contract law.
(3) Some of the available
outlines emphasize key areas
of the law in terms of examination techniques a nd approaches. While not all professors agree as to the validity of any one particular approach, the student frequently f i n d s examination approaches very helpful. Since
these are not generally
stressed in the classroom, he
must turn elsewhere. From a
realistic viewpoint, success
on examinations is the primary goal of the law student,
and any assistance in this regard necessarily holds considerable attraction.

............
fAlk

More than two-hundred prominent lawyers and judges
from all parts of the country will attend the 1965 National
Legal Aid and Defender Conference at the Mountain Shad.ows in Scottsdale, Arizona. This forty-third annual meeting
was held November 17 to 19. The Hon. Lorna E. Lockwood,
Chief Justice of t h e Supreme
Court of Arizona, addressed dele- project financed by a $6.1 million
gates at the Opening Session, November 17.
The National Legal Aid and
D ef en d er Association (NLADA), with headquarters at the
American Bar Center in Chicago,
is the national coordinating body
of local Legal Aid and Defender
offices which provide legal services to the poor. There are 249
Legal Aid and 171 Defender services in the United States today.
Last year, they provided over
600,000 indegent clients with legal advice a nd representation.
The annual conference provides
Legal Aid and Defender lawyers
an opportunity to exchange information with the view to improving their services to the pub-lie,
November 18 was devoted to
the War on Poverty program as
it

affects Legal Aid and Defender

services. E. Clinton Bamberger,
Director of the National Program
to Provide Legal Services to the
Poor, Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), will sp e ak on
"Principal Features of an Adequate Legal Services Program,"
and E. Michael Rauh, Special Assistant to the Director, OEO Community Action Programs, will
discuss some of t h e on-going
OEO-funded legal programs.
"Supreme Court Decisions and
Constitutional Law," w a s presented by Prof. Yale Kamisar of
the University of Michigan Law
School. He later participated as
a panel member in a discussion
of "Fair Trial, Free Press, and
Confessions." 0 t h e r panelists
were Mason Walsh, Editor of the
Phoenix Gazette, and Robert A.

Green, Jr., P u b 1i c Defender,
Eighth Judicial Circuit, GainsVille, Florida.
Gen Charles L. Decker, director of NLADA's National Defender Project, brought delegates
up to date on this two-year old

about to be solved. It still remains a matter of individual
opinion and need. The important point for the law student to remember is that an
outline should NOT be used
as the sole or ultimate source.
At best, it is supplementary
in nature and cannot substitute for careful analysis of
the cases or study of texts
a nd treatises to develop a
thorough understanding of
the theory of the law.

Conducted by:
JEROME SACK and FRANCIS C. YEE
FIRST YEAR
COURSES:

SECOND YEAR
COURSES:

Contracts
Torts
Property

ConstitutiondI Law
Evidence
Equity

id
ectu~res on the
0 Analysis
substantive law
*Practice Examinations
*Examination writing teeep
*Grading of student's ns
ona, selective basis

F

EXPERT ELECTRIC

TYPING

MAGGIE DAY
Editinq if desired Ph. JO 7-5080
FOR YOUR VACATION
TRAVEL NEEDS

NEW CLASSES NOW FORMING-LIMITED

UNITED
TRAVE'L
SERVICE

ENROLLMENT

MEETING PLACE
Whi*comb Leg al Center
California Gold Room, 1231 Market Street
Mezzanine Floor, San Francisco, California

2138 Mission
Phone 626-0505
contact student representative
JON MWHO (Il-A)
home phone - 552-0500,
or Rm. 201, p.m.

grant from the Ford Foundation.
Its objective is to further the
p ro te c t ion of constitutional
rights by assur-ing an effective
defense to poor persons accused
of crime. Project staff members
John J. Cleary and James P. Hilliard, and L. M i c h a e 1 Getty.
NLADA Director of Defender
Services, will participate in this
presentation. Immediately after
the NLADA Conference, the Na.
tional Advisory Council of the
Defender Project will hold its
third meeting to review its grant
activities and policies.
Workshops on legal problems
of the mentally ill and on family
debt problems w e r e scheduled
for the civil section delegates of
the NLADA Conference. Allison
Dunham, Executive Director of
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform St a te
Laws, spoke on consumer credit
laws.
At this conference, NLADA
presented the 1965 Reginald Heber Smith award to a Legal Aid
or Defender lawyer for dedicated services and the Arthur V.
Briesen award to a person not
employed by Legal Aid who has
given devoted leadership to Legal Aid or Defender work. Presentation ceremonies took place
on November 17. At the same
time, the s e co nd Emery A.
Brownell Press Award to a daily
newspaper that has given outstanding support to the Legal
Aid and Defender movement during the past year was also presented. This award was established in 1963.
The NLADA and t he ABA
Standing Committee on Legal
Aid Work will supply free literature to lawyers and bar associations wishing to improve or establish Legal Aid and Defender
f acilities.
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Continued from Page 6-

tion demand it we should not
be precluded from using
Continued from Page 6nuclear weapons on the Chipart of the public university system, not a private school, nese army or. on her indusand could not discriminate on grounds of sex.
trial cities. When the ChiThe funds for the day to day operation of the college nese approach an ICBM
come directly from the state legislature through the State status a pre-emptive nuclear
Dept. of Finance, not through the University budget. How- attack should be considered
ever, the building and facilities are owned by the Regents as a possible and appropriate
of the University of California-and funds for said buildings response to the Chinese plot.
are provided as a part of the University's capital outlay As to those in the world who
budget.
would invoke the "Hiroshima
Officially, Hastings is not a separate degree granting in- resentment" - the w h i t e
stitution. It is the Law Department of UC, and the diploma Westerner dropping nuclear
is granted by the Regents on nomination of the faculty of bombs on Asians - let them
Hastings.
again read the ruthless, inThis duality of control and financing has resulted in a humane infamy that is thus
form of discrimination against Hastings within the university far the history of Communist
system. As an example, on other campuses, there seems to be China. The U.S. must never
better out-patient medical benefits. But it is not to be under- let an indiscriminate benevostood that the benefits received at all campuses are identical. lence restrain the prosecuOne area of out-patient care where Hastings is especially tion and execution of a
lacking is that of the preventive medicine clinic where shots,- nuclear attack on Red China
etc., can be secured. Dean Sammis commented that a way to if it is essential for the presprovide these benefits is currently being sought, and that in ervation of national security.
general he thinks our major medical benefits under CPS are The decis of the Nuremburg
trials was that the gruilt of a
better than on some other campuses.
On the other campuses, the funds for operating the medi- government is directly imcal facilities which are a part of each campus are received putable to the people who
from that portion of the University budget whose income tolerate, maintain and exeis obtained from the incidental fees. The students at Hastings cute the policy of that govalso pay this incidental fee. But since our funds are sepa- ernment. The Chinese, no
rately administered, the medical facilities such as Cowell less than the Germans, must
Hospital at Berkeley and the UC Med Center at San Fran- accept the responsibilty of
cisco do not receive credit for treating Hastings students. that decision.__
The use of those medical facilities are denied to our student
body. In this columnist's opinion this inequity in benefits
should be terminated, especially since everyone pays the
same fees.
A benefit of university membership, which many students
do not realize we possess, is that of inter-campus privileges.
AT THE
According to a "Kerr Directive" of a few years ago, students
of all university- campuses are to be given equal privileges
for the use of all facilities at all campuses. Under said Directive, students visting anothe 'r campus are allowed full use
of the library and recreational facilities, as well as all other
facilities, as if they were registered there. However, te'ere
may be a nominal service fee for said use (e.g., a towel charge
85 HYDE
muss'facilities
~iich
aren
at the gyXms) depefi(11nnding upon wh
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Ten Dollar Book for Nine Dollars
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Though "70" makes a
golf er quite ecstatic
At Hastings it's deemed
slightly erratic
So, if you re hoping for a
"95," don't spend time improving your drlWe
ALL SORTS OF GRADE BOOSTERS AVAILABLE AT
138 McAllister St.

UN 3-2900

Harry B. Lake and Kenneth W. Lake Law Books

Delicatessen and Restaurant
*CATERING*

Walk Over

234 McAllister

UN 1-3312

to the

Jewelry, Appliances, Typewriters

UP TO 50% OFF

YU 6-4576

209 Post St.-Suite 404

Typewriter
Guy
PERRY & GUY

COCKTAILS AT THEIR FINEST

IREUB.ENS
serving lunch and dinner
catering to all types of parties and banquets
Reuben Stoller
Y.our host

200 Hyde St., S.F.
phone 474-0534

TYPEWRITERS
*Sold
*Rented
FOR EXAM PERIOD
RESERVE NOW

'* Repaired
1184 Market Street
UNderhiH 1-4644
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Are you a senior law student or a new
attorney, looking for your first prof ession->
al position or best location for your office?
Do you know which foundation books to select for
your library?
There's an expert in your vicinity who can help you
with these and other questions you may have that:
concern your practice. He makes it his business to
know opportunities occurring in your area.
Just drop us a line and we'll send you his name and.
address. Then contact him to see how much his tips
help you,
You could turn his information into your business,
No charge or obligation whatever for this advice.
For San Francisco area:

For Peninsula area-

JAMES B. NOEL, JR.

DON BLOCKHUS

DO 2-0227
WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
1910 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco 4

